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Hash Cash Note’s

Run: 2416
Date: 31 May 2018
Bunny: AML
Runsite: Charlie’s Market

We had 40 runners with 3 guests invited by the bunny (AML) Moira, Jasmin and
Lee Ooi.
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Next week we are at Island Glades,
Chinese Temple
for Broccoli’s run
Please come and support her

Hareline 2018
Run
2418
2419
2420
2421
2422
2423
2424
2425
2426
2427

Date
14-06-18
21-06-18
28-06-18
5-07-018
12-07-18
19-07-18
26-07-18
2-08-18
9-08-18
16-08-18

Bunny/Hare
Tiny
Snow White
Counterfeit
Botak Chin
Pimp
Skippy
Frozen Pussy
Hot Lips
Marks & Spencer
Drippy Dick

Runsite
Lembah Permai, shoplots
Youth Park, Sai Seng corner
Mount Pleasure
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA

Please inform the On Sec a.s.a.p. where your run will be

Please respect the environment which we enjoy each week and ensure
that no rubbish is left at the site, including cigarette butts, scraps and
general litter. Thank you.

Hash House Harriets Penang
Announcements On Sec

1. When a bunny/hare invite guests for the run, then the bunny/hare has a
choice to either pay guest fees for them or during the circle when the guests are
being introduced to buy the circle beers for them.
2. The outstation run to Ipoh is postponed to a later date.

Burst, by Period
A run on the eve of GST suddenly evaporating from 6% to 0% is surely one to
remember!
Early to Hash (for a welcome change) I stopped by Cheah (Sek Thong Private)
Cemetery on Mount Erskine Road to check out the 2 old buildings: the inner
one of which homes 2 very long wooden tables and 4 equally long sturdy
benches. It’s anyone’s guess how old these furniture have been giving good
service; a Hash member once related that the beautiful filligree screen of
wrought iron just below the roof may have been there from the 1920’s or before.
Tempting to think these relics of Victoriana, but Mr Google believes this land
was acquired in 1901, which was exactly when Queen Victoria passed away.
Always grateful for easy parking at Charlie Market, and lots of flat tarmac
where Hash business may be comfortably conducted, we formed a decent little
Circle as the Bunny, AML, suddenly dashed off in her slippers. All puzzled as
this was not part of recommended Hash format, all relieved as she peeled (what
looked like) several ice-cream wrappers off a windscreen/wiper, and ran back
towards us to display the 3 types of Hash paper being used to mark today’s
trail. Still too stunned to comprehend the detail about what the papers stood
for, I only remember that there were 2 white and one pink - same pastel colour
as dainty little rice dumplings / rice balls traditionally cooked in a light sweet
syrup to celebrate Winter Solstice (in the northern hemisphere) - a special day in
AML’s life, ha ha!
Squinting and still trying to make out the small words on the trail paper at-
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tached to AML’s left hand, I completely missed that the main group of Hashers
had hastily made off, so was very grateful to be sweeping along with AML and
Woody... who insisted on supporting the group and ensure that we at least made
it to the trailhead where the route slipped into the forest.
We headed roughly north, down some steps into a housing estate, and passed
an amiable auntie busy in her corner house garden. She had her back to us as
she was using her garden sink (I think), and when she turned round and saw us
motley crew jiggling our way past, she burst into a huge smile and gave us the
thumbs up, ha ha! I hope we meet this auntie many times over next runs here...
we seem to amuse her mightily, ha ha!
Next onto grassy vacant land, forming a mini-ravine down to a friendly stream friendly because water was clean and slow, and there were even rocks lined up in
a row - to help ensure a dry crossing. Up the other side where the rest had skillfully clambered up a heap of old plywood... somehow
I couldn’t get myself to approach that pile of plywood, so did my best to struggle up the nearer concrete embankment with the help of the metal railing above
it. It is at times like this, that you wish for a little bit of privacy (none to be
found at Hash, by the way) because this sort of endeavour is never a pretty sight,
even at the best of times, teehe!
We crossed the road and AML pointed out the choice site of another Hash’s
member’s old home, and we were soon huffing upslope where 2-storey homes
were having a face-off with the grave stones. Before we could say who blinked
first, the gradient increased steeply as did our rate of breathing. Had we continued on tarmac we would have rounded the left bend to reach a bright red
Chinese temple in a cul-de-sac. Instead we halted at the most acute angle of the
curve, hopped over a small drain, and humbly entered the forest canopy where
the real Hash route began. Nice and steep-ish with rocks and roots to help, we
navigated a few more upslopes with the help of well-constructed drains - which
were our steep staircases up the orange alluvial soil.
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Speedhound and Anna were ahead of me, and Lily and Silent Man were just
behind us - if I got their names right. Before the Circle, someone mentioned a
Hasher called Blind Man - corrected herself, and said Blind Man belonged to another Hash and that the Harriets’ one was correctly Silent Man. One oustanding
characteristic of Silent Man is apparently that while he mixes very well with all
groups, he only lets out one or two words to each - hence his well-earned name.
Come to think of it, I know a deaf Hasher - who is very closely related to me.
There we have it: a complete set of three, ha ha!
Speaking of silence, I was complaining loudly to Speedhound I didn’t see any
point in trying to keep up with her, as I always lose sight and scent of of her
very early in the run. I had not yet finished complaining, when both Speedhound
and Anna disappeared in a puff of smoke as we met 2 very fit guests, Jasmine
and Lee, just as the trail tipped past Guillemard Reservoir.
This place must be so very easy to spot on Google Earth: it looks like 2 round
giant squid rings squished together, with a straight line where the 2 rings meet.
I could only see the water within the reservoir (squid) closer to us, and its water
was a milky aquamarine. I can only say it is like the colour of water running
off melting glaciers on moraine, and until today cannot understand what this
is doing in tropical Penang. I ain’t never seen no local stream with water this
colour, and am starting to wonder if lime is being used to treat the water, and
where that aquamarine tint comes from. This evening, the little white building
that stands like a sentry guarding both squid rings, sported a warm incandescent
light - such a welcome sight, when it’s been forest, soil and sweat all the way.
Ground was perfect for Hashing with just the right dampness. It was a pleasure
ruffling down fresh forest compost when what I thought might be a huge Pulai
tree with a beautifully fluted trunk, stopped me in my tracks.
I tried to see what its leaves looked like but the tree was shy, and its neighbouring trees had set up a lush green privacy screen of assorted leaves - blocking our
view of the tall tree’s leaves... sneaky trick, I say.
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On on to meet 2 fallen trunks - both massive, fairly freshly fallen and unknown
to me... althought I did wonder if they might be Pulai too.
The trail rose after this, to meet what I had originally thought might be a... so I
asked it, “*Are you really a Mahogany*?”. It answered immediately with a whiff
of “petai”. I looked high (not low) for the fine lacy pattern of petai leaves, and
there they were. Whether or not the leaves originated from the huge dappled
trunk, will have to be confirmed on another Hash run through this trail. Something to look forward to on a repeat run, heh heh!
The on up was fierce and thankfully brief and just nice for a 6pm start. It banked
left just as the sun was setting on our right shoulder. It was a proper trail, not
Hash bash, so marked the more relaxed half of today’s run.
When the weather and mood is right, time alone in a forest can feel sacred. It’s
hard to rush along at times like these.
Sacred or not, sooner or later, something will pop up to say hello, like a huge
lorry tyre. It was dry and inviting, so I sat down on it. Very soon, I was lying
down on it like a huge float. I would have “lembek” (ragdoll-ed) there for a lot
longer, but was suddenly stung by some random insect - as will happen when
you are just starting to get relaxed in the forest - so jumped up to fend it off.
This is when I noticed another equally large lorry tyre off the left
slope. You now how it is with squid rings and lorry tyres, once you see one, you
will see two or more! I counted altogether 9 lorry tyres, all the same size, in
the vicinity of a well-defined deep hole-in-the-earth large enough to hide an elephant. I’m sure the 10th tyre will pop out on ournext run here.
The tyres are just below a bend in the Hash Highway, and from then on, it’s
a confident romp home.
I was peering into a thicket of 2-3 storey high pandan (I don’t know what else
to call these plants, they look like giant thorny pandan plants supported by
mangrove-like roots giving the plant support - like multipletripods) when Pukka
Sahib ran by, advising that I not go down that way, haha!
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On reaching the runsite AML and Viking asked for news of our 2 guests.Pukka
Sahib’s spot-on diagnosis was that our guests were very fit, just not used to the
Hashing terrain (who in their right mind, would be?!), and would be right along,
pronto.
It was so good to see Uncle Chandra(n?) next to a long table of hot food for dinner. With a practised hand, he and his wife had all the ingredients chopped and
ready to cook, before frying fish at 4:30pm, moving on tomaking chicken curry,
preparing dhal, then doing the dish of mixed vegetables. He explained that they
only starting cooking at tea-time so the food would be still hot for our dinner.
He passed me a big round crispy poppadum, and invited us back for a second
round of crispily-fried fish marinated with just the right touch of salt. It’s so
hard not to feel warm and fuzzy at occasions like these!
The Circle was very efficiently run by Speedhound - so responsible that she
stopped to jot down notes in between charges - for subsequent report to the
On Sec.
Many thanks to AML and team for a great Thursday run and makan.
On on! *: ) Period.


Circle

1. We welcomed the guests: Moira, Jasmin and Lee Ooi. AML had invited them
to come and join us.
2. Inspector Gadget was invited to sit on the ice, because he did not wear a hash
shirt. As a hasher he should know better.
3. Beauty Queen was the next one. Her phone kept on ringing.
4. Charge from the floor. Money Manfred invited Dieu Lah Sing to the ice. He
was wearing his t shirt inside out.
5. Inspector Gadget asked Dieu Lah Sing again on the ice. Now it was for wearing his track bottom with a big hole some time back.
6. Last the bunny was put on ice thanking her for good food and a good run.
Circle closed.
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6, The General

5, Pole Dancer

June

9, Counterfeit

13, Imposter

26, Marks & Spencer

22, Grandma/Black German
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Pictures of the evening
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Funnies
A child asked his father, “How were
people born?” So his father said, “Adam
and Eve made babies, then their babies
became adults and made babies, and so
on.” The child then went to his mother,
asked her the same question and she
told him, “We were monkeys then we
evolved to become like we are now.”
The child ran back to his father and
said, “You lied to me!” His father replied, “No, your mom was talking about
her side of the family.”
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Invitation Runs
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Invitation Runs

If you want more information contact me.
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Disclaimer: By taking part in a Hash House Harriets
Penang run or event, you agree not to hold the organisers or any affiliated individual responsible for
any injury or mishap that may happen to you.

